








“Glenmorangie remains one of the great single
malts: a whisky of UNCOMPROMISING
AESTHETIC beauty from the first enigmatic
whiff to the last teasing and tantalising gulp.
COMPLEXITY at its most complex.”

Jim Murray – Whisky Writer

“Glenmorangie is an amazing PIONEER in the
art and the science of oak ageing, with a
SPECTACULAR range of special finishes and
maturation influences that have brought
genuine INNOVATION to the market and
deep FULFILMENT for malt lovers.”

Ian Wisniewski – Whisky Writer



R E NOW N
The global stature of our brand

rests on PACE-SETTING REPUTATION

and UNCOMPROMISING quality.



The year was 1843. In the ancient Royal
Burgh of Tain, in the north of Scotland,
William Matheson, farmer, set about
building a whisky distillery. The venture
may have started small, its location 
remote, but MATHESON’S VISION was
extraordinary. He was laying the foundations
of what will become the most famous
Scotch whisky distillery in the world…

This is the story of GLENMORANGIE;
how a whisky became a LEGEND.



Matheson’s whisky was named
after the peaceful land he loved. 
In Gaelic, the ancient language 
of Scotland, ‘Glenmorangie’ means
‘VALLEY OF TRANQUILLITY’.

By virtue of the way it is made, 
all whisky is inherently linked to
the land, but Glenmorangie is
perhaps rooted more deeply than
any other, being tightly woven 
into the long, rich history of our
native ROSS-SHIRE.

OUR LAND AND OUR INHERITANCE

The Aurora Borealis or ‘Northern Lights’ 



In the year 297AD, the Romans discovered
a proud and free race ruling in the 
north-east of Scotland. The Romans called
them Picts – THE PAINTED PEOPLE –
because they decorated their bodies. 
On their skins they depicted the colours 
of the heavens, the AURORA BOREALIS;
nature’s dazzling display of red, green and
violet that arcs and flickers in the night sky. 

The Picts cultivated the golden barley 
fields of CADBOLL. Today, in those 
same fields surrounding our highland home,
Glenmorangie House, we harvest the barley
to make our malt.

In Ross-shire’s golden
barley fields, the Picts 
told their story on the
Cadboll Stone. This
ancient treasure is our
inspiration. Its intricate,
highly skilled carvings 
are an alluring mystery
which we have adopted 
as our signet. It is the
perfect symbol of our
brand, representing the
infinite and complex
kaleidoscope of flavours
and aromas, ever-present,
awaiting discovery in every
bottle of Glenmorangie.



Our ancient ancestors drank the pure,
mineral-rich waters of the TARLOGIE SPRINGS,
where the fallen rain seeps and filters
through lime and sandstone over a period of
a HUNDRED YEARS. Those same springs
are now Glenmorangie’s own water source. 



They carved their story on the CADBOLL
STONE: a princess riding out to hunt; 
a display of rich treasures; the sky, the 
earth and the sea. Their skilled artistry has
been passed proudly from generation to
generation, now inherited by the dedicated
craftsmen who make this exquisite whisky
today: THE SIXTEEN MEN OF TAIN.

Look at the KALEIDOSCOPIC PATTERN
depicted by the Picts on their stone. It has
become our SIGNET, perfectly symbolising
the infinite KALEIDOSCOPE OF FLAVOURS
and aromas ever-present, awaiting discovery,
in each bottle of Glenmorangie.

The Hilton of Cadboll Stone, carved by the Picts between 600 and 800 AD, is now a prized treasure in the National Museum of Scotland in Edinburgh. The stone that stands on the Glenmorangie House estate today is a spectacular, hand-carved replica.
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The Sixteen Men of Tain. A dynasty of
LEGENDARY craftsmen, each dedicated to
upholding the TRADITIONS handed down
by the generations that went before, patiently
and skilfully maintaining Glenmorangie’s
uniquely LIGHT and DELICATE character.
They are the living embodiment of our
founder’s vision for Glenmorangie.

But we do not stand still. We are not shackled
by age or convention. We are, and have always
been, PIONEERS, continually heightening the
SENSORY ADVENTURE that is Glenmorangie
and setting the pace in the world of single
malt whisky. 

The Sixteen Men of Tain, 1920



PERFECT WOOD CASKS

Many of our BESPOKE casks are
made from white oaks grown on
the slopes of the Ozark mountains
in MISSOURI, USA. They are
grown slowly over 100 years and
seasoned naturally in the open air
for two years to preserve their
porous texture – a quality that adds
to the spirit’s INTRIGUING DEPTH.

PIONEERS IN 
EXTRA MATURING

We are the original pioneers 
of EXTRA MATURING our
whisky in casks that previously
held Sherry, Port or Sauternes
wine. This adds even more
intriguing layers to the ALLURING
COMPLEXITY of Glenmorangie.

“GLENMORANGIE – COMPLEXITY 

AT ITS MOST COMPLEX”

Jim Murray – Whisky Writer

THE TALLEST STILLS 
IN SCOTLAND

Our unique swan-necked stills 
are the TALLEST in the Highlands
at a dizzying sixteen feet, ten 
and one quarter inches (5.14m)
high. This height means that 
only the lightest and PUREST
vapours are able to ascend to the 
top and condense into spirit, 
contributing to Glenmorangie’s 
distinctive complexity and
LAYERED FLAVOUR.

EXTREMELY 
NARROW CUT

We take an exceptionally narrow
cut of whisky – probably the
narrowest of all distilleries in
Scotland. The more PRECISE the
cut, the higher the quality of spirit
taken from the stills. It is another
sign of our quest for PERFECTION
in the crafting of our malt whisky.



The resting place of our FOUNDER is
located in Edderton churchyard, near Tain.
Today his VISIONARY SPIRIT LIVES ON
in the famous distillery that he created.



OWNERS

WILLIAM MATHESON 1843 – 1887

THE MAITLAND BROTHERS 1887 – 1918

THE MACDONALD FAMILY 1918 – 2006

MOËT HENNESSY/LVMH – 2006 ONWARDS

Roderick Macdonald (1859-1934)

From Matheson, the distillery passed to the
Maitland Brothers, and then into the care of
the MACDONALD family who held the
reins here for nearly 90 years. It was the
VISION of the Macdonalds that earned
Glenmorangie its pace-setting reputation
and ensured its CELEBRITY status on the
world stage. 

Members of the Macdonald family circa 1910



The FATHER of the global Glenmorangie
brand was Roderick Macdonald, an
ENTREPRENEUR who possessed the belief
and the courage to take his SUPREME
single malt beyond familiar shores. He saw
the rich potential of EXPORT markets
outside the British Empire, opening doors
to the USA, JAPAN, EGYPT, MEXICO and
CZECHOSLOVAKIA.



“ MY FATHER TRAVELLED
EXTENSIVELY ON
STEAMERS TO THE 
FAR EAST, SOUTH
AMERICA AND NORTH
AMERICA. HE BUILT 
UP THE BUSINESS
CONSIDERABLY IN 
THE 1930s.”
David Macdonald reminiscing about 
his father, Roderick Macdonald II 
(1888-1966) 

A NEW ERA



Glenmorangie has always had its
celebrity fans. In 1967, the beautiful
French actress, Brigitte Bardot,
visited a well-known Scottish inn.
Perching prettily on a stool, she
asked the barman to recommend
the best whisky in Scotland. He said,
“Glenmorangie.” On sampling this
deliciously alluring and delicate
malt, she ordered ten cases to be
sent to her Swiss home and another
ten to her French chateau.

His commitment and PASSION for Glenmorangie took him on ADVENTURES
Roderick Macdonald II (known to all as Eric) built on his father’s foundations.

around the world where he forged firm relationships with influential buyers and distributors.
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His son, DAVID MACDONALD,
brought an extraordinary
PIONEERING VISION to
Glenmorangie when he inherited
the business in 1965.

Years earlier, while working
alongside the SIXTEEN MEN
of Tain, David had first tasted
Glenmorangie, sipping the
amber liquid from an old
blackened glass. It was a moment
of epiphany: the realisation that
Glenmorangie was a truly
SENSATIONAL single malt.
From that day on, David was
determined to uphold and
develop the UNSURPASSED
QUALITY of his family’s whisky...



In his quest to continually IMPROVE the
quality of the spirit and to strengthen the
REPUTATION of the brand, David recognised
the need to experiment and INNOVATE.
Under his guardianship, Glenmorangie’s
EXPERTISE in cask management was
established. And he also introduced EXTRA
MATURED WHISKY, enhancing the malt
with the delicious depth of flavours that 
we relish today.

It is to David Macdonald, above all others,
that Glenmorangie owes its supreme quality,
ALLURING complexity and global reputation.

David Macdonald was just 
16 years old when he first
started work at the distillery
in Tain. During his
ownership, the making of
Glenmorangie became more
than a process: it became 
an ART. This meticulous
attention to detail has made
Glenmorangie Scotland’s 
first choice for malt whisky
for nearly 50 years and is
considered by many to be the
most respected and valued
malt whisky brand in the world.



Our beautiful spirit, 
with SEDUCTIVELY COMPLEX
layers of flavours and aromas.

A L LU R E

    



Not far from Glenmorangie Distillery is
GLENMORANGIE HOUSE: the symbolic
home of our brand. For centuries it has
stood proudly on the ANCIENT LAND of 
our ancestors, overseeing Glenmorangie’s
flowering from a local distillery into a
GLOBAL brand.

Glenmorangie’s unique spirit
journey begins not in Scotland, 
but in Missouri, USA. It is here,
on the Ozark Mountain slopes,
that a particular type of white oak
slowly grows. These trees yield 
the perfect wood for making our
casks, used initially to mature
Bourbon, then brought home to
the Distillery where they are used
to mature an increasing proportion 
of our whisky.



THE ORIGINAL PAINTED PEOPLE

The PICTS decorated their bodies to express
their status. Their beautiful, highly skilled
art paints a story of a ruling class, the
SOCIAL ELITE of ANCIENT ROSS-SHIRE, 
a “horizontal slice across the TOP OF
SOCIETY”. We have inherited their land,
their artistry and their status.



PAINTED PIONEERS

The 19th century was the age of inventors,
VISIONARIES and pioneers. In the wake 
of the Scottish Enlightenment, their
CREATIVITY and entrepreneurial spirit
flourished. These founders of the modern
world were painted by PORTRAIT ARTISTS
to depict their status as the new aristocracy.
Society looked to them to LEAD THE WAY
in fashion, attitude and behaviour.

Sir David Brewster 

(1781-1868)

Inventor of the kaleidoscope

The first kaleidoscope was invented 
by a Scot, Sir David Brewster, in 
1816. This original example resides 
at Glenmorangie House. Today, the
kaleidoscope is at the heart of the
Glenmorangie brand. It perfectly
represents the complex sensory
adventure of our whisky, but also 
the multiple layers of this dazzling 
and ever-stimulating brand.

LowRes



TODAY’S PAINTED PEOPLE

Glenmorangie’s beguiling FLAVOURS and

aromas ENHANCE the mood of each and

every occasion. And when the moment

demands it, today’s Glenmorangie drinkers

echo the ORIGINAL painted people, with the

EXQUISITE make-up of BEAUTY and

SEDUCTION. The world ADMIRES AND

DESIRES their style, their confidence, their

choice of drink.



BRIGHT  LIGHTS



We have before us one of the world’s
LEADING malt whiskies: Glenmorangie.

It is now for all of us to build on the
RENOWN of this fabulous brand. We will
make Glenmorangie the most ALLURING
of whiskies. 

Through our superb worldwide distribution
network, it will become ever more 
desirable to premium spirits drinkers across
the globe.

Our vision is as focused as it ever was. 
Our ENTREPRENEURIAL SPIRIT is as strong.
We are ready to reveal the next exciting
chapter in Glenmorangie’s story…



Glenmorangie
offers the most alluring

sensory adventure in 

Malt Whisky 



Sensually Explosive
Glenmorangie’s complex layers IGNITE
all of your senses, stimulating your
whole being. This heightened intensity 
is a ‘MULTI-SENSUAL’ experience. 
NO OTHER MALT can do this as powerfully
as Glenmorangie. 



Glenmorangie encourages you to seek
out and relish new SENSATIONAL
experiences. You are ENLIGHTENED.
Your confidence ‘catalyses’ the moment,
making you alluring and ILLUMINATING
to those around you.

Illuminated Spirit

     



The COMPLEXITY and alluring,
teasing nature of Glenmorangie
envelops and entices you to discover
more – TRIGGERING and reinforcing
your desire to experience and share
NEW SENSATIONS.

Seductively Revealing





To drink Glenmorangie is to EXPERIENCE
a kaleidoscopic sensory adventure. 

Multiple layers of aroma, taste and texture
unfold and ENTWINE, dancing through
your soul, revealing the BEAUTIFUL and
alluring complexity within.

A liquid catalyst that ignites all of your
SENSES, thrilling and stimulating your
whole being…the VELVET EXPLOSION!



THE RANGE



The ORIGINAL
The CORE expression in our
range is Glenmorangie Original,
RENOWNED the world over for
its alluring COMPLEXITY and
exquisite finesse. Truly Original
since 1843.



THE ORIGINAL ENHANCES THE
RELAXED AND CONVIVIAL MOOD
OF ANY SOCIAL GATHERING

THE ORIGINAL, where Glenmorangie’s

hallmark floral sweetness combines with

delicious fruity notes and delicate spicy

flavours. Indeed, a French perfumer and aroma

expert identified no less than 26 distinct

aromas in Glenmorangie Original. It reveals a

kaleidoscope of taste, texture and aroma that

intrigues the palate and ignites the senses.

OUR FAMED 10 YEARS OLD
l

CHILL-FILTERED, 40% ABV
l

GENTLY MATURED IN SUPERIOR
FIRST AND SECOND FILL 

BOURBON CASKS
l

A HONEYED SWEETNESS FUSED
WITH CITRUS, VANILLA 

AND ALMONDS
l

DELICATE, ALLURING AND 
VERY COMPLEX



EXTRA
MATURED

These SUPREME expressions are matured 

in bourbon casks for ten years, then extra

matured in hand-selected casks that previously

held Sherry, Port or Sauternes wine. They are

all non chill-filtered, which imparts a full,

SUCCULENT MOUTHFEEL and heightens

the sensory adventure.



THE DISCERNING, PASSIONATE DRINKER
WHO LIKES TO EXPERIMENT HOLDS 

THE LASANTA IN THEIR HAND

THE LASANTA, elegant and full bodied,

true to its Gaelic name meaning ‘warmth and

passion’. Being non chill-filtered at 46% ABV,

it exudes a succulent mouthfeel. Its richness

and depth of flavour are the triumph of extra

maturing in Spanish Oloroso sherry casks.

NON CHILL-FILTERED, 46% ABV
l

INITIALLY MATURED IN BOURBON CASKS, 
THEN EXTRA MATURED IN TOP-GRADE 

OLOROSO SHERRY CASKS
l

DEFINED BY RICH, DISTINCTIVELY NUTTY
FLAVOURS AND SHERRY NOTES

l

ELEGANT AND FULL-BODIED
l

IN GAELIC ‘LASANTA’ MEANS 
WARMTH AND PASSION



THE QUINTA RUBAN IS ONE 
FOR THE CONFIDENT AND COLOURFUL
PERSONALITY WHO LIKES TO TAKE THE LEAD

THE QUINTA RUBAN, a spirit that 

is sumptuously colourful and voluptuously

smooth. Extra maturing in the finest Ruby port

casks adds to the luxuriously long, lingering

finish. Its velvety texture, the result of non

chill-filtering at 46% ABV, tantalises the

palate and gets people talking. 

NON CHILL-FILTERED, 46% ABV
l

FIRST MATURED IN BOURBON CASKS, 
THEN EXTRA MATURED IN THE FINEST 

RUBY PORT CASKS FROM THE VINEYARDS 
OR ‘QUINTAS’ OF PORTUGAL

l

A COMPLEX AND INTRIGUING BALANCE OF 
DARK CHOCOLATE AND MINT FLAVOURS

l

CHARACTERISED BY ITS VELVETY SMOOTHNESS
l

‘RUBAN’ IS GAELIC FOR RUBY

    



THE NECTAR D’ÒR makes any

occasion truly memorable. Rich and silky, 

the influence of extra maturing in the very

finest Sauternes wine barriques is experienced

in the heady, luscious, beguiling spectrum 

of aromatic pleasures. Non chill-filtering at

46% ABV lends an irresistibly smooth and

syrupy texture.

THE NECTAR D’ÒR IS A CAPTIVATING
SPIRIT FOR THE SOPHISTICATED 

LUXURY SPIRITS DRINKER

NON CHILL-FILTERED, 46% ABV
l

GENTLY MATURED IN THE FINEST BOURBON 
CASKS BEFORE BEING EXTRA MATURED IN

SAUTERNES WINE BARRIQUES FROM SOME OF 
THE MOST REVERED VINEYARDS IN FRANCE

l

TOASTED OAK AND VANILLA ARE INTRICATELY
WOVEN WITH SUMPTUOUS LEMON AND 

SYRUP FLAVOURS
l

FULL BODIED, RICH AND SMOOTH WITH 
A LONG LINGERING FINISH

l

‘ÒR’ MEANS GOLD IN BOTH GAELIC 
AND FRENCH



VERY RARE
SPECIALLY aged malts
of RARE distinction



FOR THOSE WHO APPRECIATE RARE 
QUALITY, SHARING 18 YEARS OLD 

EARNS THEM STATUS AND RESPECT

EXTREMELY RARE MALT WHISKY
l

CHILL-FILTERED, 43% ABV
l

SLOWLY MATURED IN THE FINEST
AMERICAN WHITE OAK BOURBON CASKS 

l

A PROPORTION OF THIS SPIRIT IS 
EXTRA MATURED FOR OVER TWO YEARS 

IN HAND-SELECTED SHERRY CASKS
l

SILKY AND SMOOTH TO THE TASTE
l

MELTING HONEY AND AROMATIC 
FLORALS COUPLED WITH THE WARM,

SYRUPY LANGUOR OF SHERRY

GLENMORANGIE 18 YEARS OLD,

a rare malt enriched by slow maturation in

the finest bourbon casks, after which a

proportion is transferred to sherry casks 

to be extra matured. Here Glenmorangie’s

fruity complexity becomes interwoven with

dry Oloroso nuttiness. A malt of distinction

with a rich bouquet and full rounded flavour.



GLENMORANGIE QUARTER CENTURY
is a voluptuous, complex single malt, bursting with

flavour. Matured gently over twenty five years in

superior oak casks, it is exceptionally rare, intense

and full bodied. Its kaleidoscopic complexity, 

the pinnacle of the whisky-maker’s craft, engages

and entices the senses.

WHEN NOTHING BUT THE BEST WILL DO, 
THE GENEROUS HOST IMPRESSES EVERYONE 
BY SELECTING THE QUARTER CENTURY

A SPECTACULARLY INDIVIDUAL WHISKY SELECTED 
FROM GLENMORANGIE’S OLDEST AND RAREST STOCKS

l

CHILL-FILTERED, 43% ABV
l

GENTLY MATURED IN THE FINEST HAND-SELECTED 
OAK CASKS OVER A QUARTER OF A CENTURY

l

A COMPLEX MALT OF TANTALISING CONTRASTS: 
THE SCENT OF SWEET MARZIPAN, TROPICAL COCONUT

AND CINNAMON-SPICED ORCHARD FRUITS
l

SOPHISTICATED, INTENSE AND EXQUISITELY PURE



ILLUMINATING THE PATH...



HEIGHTENING
THE RENOWN...



ALWAYS  REVEALING...
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